Shining and Receiving.
Recovery in UA gives us the opportunity to embrace their opposites:
1) As an actor, when being offered a chance to be on reality TV, you say, “That could be
a positive challenge, let's talk it over.”
2) You're in an acting class and really feel, "How can I best serve this scene and be of
service to this class and to the craft of acting?" Then you go home to work with good
orderly direction to own the scene and be of service to your scene and to your scene
partner, showing up prepared and on time.
3) When a friend says you should have your own business or some compliment, we thank
them and consider if that suggestion would serve us. We remember that there is always a
market for quality work done with commitment and passion.
4) We go to networking or industry events or meetings that could advance our vision. We
take the risk of presenting our talents openly to others and surround ourselves with
positive people who sincerely want us to succeed and want to make a difference for
themselves and the world.
5) We do attend classes that could bring in more prosperity but we turn over those actions
for feedback to our sponsors and action partners.
6) We seek out role models, real or fictitious, personal or historical, who embody the
qualities we admire, and we act as if we are these people.
7) We make sure that we send out with gratitude proposals, CDs, resumes, scripts,
writing samples, etc.
8) We remember that our economy is personal and god is our employer. We know that a
feeling of success comes from our own inner satisfaction, not from comparing our
achievements to others. We know that everyone’s path is different, and we chose not to
compare ourselves to anyone else, be it a friend, colleague, or family member.
9) We know that all work is service and we spiritually commit to serve our clients with
good orderly direction.
10) Before we start any business we bring it to an action meeting and take doable actions
to foster its success.

